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WILLIAM DUNCAN STATE SCHOOL 
NEWSLETTER 
 
Term 2 Week 5 
19 May 2022 
 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
 
20 May P&C Day 
20 May Free Breakfast Friday  
20 May Edward the Emu Excursion (HOTA) 
23 May  Oceanic Cross Country (Nerang Velodrome) 
25 May  AST Walk ‘n’ Wheel Wednesday 
26 May Deadly Choices 11:30am 
27 May Interschool Sport 
 
 
Dear Parents and Community 
 
We continue to be besieged by the rain, but that has not dampened the quality of learning and growing 
that goes on here at William Duncan. One of the many frustrations of the ongoing wet weather has been 
the cancellation of Interschool Sport. We are currently in discussion around the possibility of extending the 
interschool sport season to try and catch-up lost matches and will keep you informed. 
 
Last week our Years 3 and 5 students participated in NAPLAN assessment. NAPLAN is a national test of 
both Literacy and Numeracy. Whilst there is a lot of conjecture in the media around NAPLAN, at the school 
level we do garner great information from the data and use this information as part of a much larger suite 
when making decisions around our teaching and learning practices. This year all schools have moved to the 
online platform, with the exception of the Year 3 writing task. Students have had a smooth transition to 
the new platform. Student results will come out later in the school year. 
 
At WDSS, each year we ensure that there is a sharp and narrow focus on our improvement strategy. Each 
year we continue to deepen our focus areas with a particular focus on Literacy and Numeracy and in 2022 
we have a focus on reading. We wish to praise the efforts of our staff who through hard work, 
commitment to professional learning and a strong desire to ensure that all of our students are getting the 
best learning they can at William Duncan work tirelessly to enable our students to achieve their best. 
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William Duncan TV 
If you haven’t shared in the joy that is WDTV, each week Mr. Faulkner, the Year 6 classes and their team of 
helpers prepare and record William Duncan TV. This is shared with our students each week and available 
on our school website under the Calendar and News Tab. Please, if you haven’t done so already, take a 
look. Thank you to Mr. Faulkner, Mrs. Kursav and Mr. Morgan who each week, commit time to piecing the 
episode together. 
 
Active School Travel (AST) 
Every Wednesday is our Walk and Wheel day where we encouraging active travel and we will be surveying 
our students to collect data. Remember our goal is to increase active travel by 10%!  
 
On Wednesday, our students received bag tags which will be clipped each time they choose active travel 
(at this stage each Wednesday). When students reach 10 active travel days, they will receive a prize and 
their bag tag will be collected to go into a big prize draw drawn later in the year. They will receive another 
bag tag to give them more chances to win other prizes and to increase their chances in the big draw. 
 
We thank our community for their ongoing support with this initiative. Remember, even parking down the 
street and walking the last part of your journey helps our students to be active and helps reduce 
congestion around the school. 
 
Attendance 
The expectation is that all schools in Queensland strive to achieve a 95% attendance rate or greater. This is 
a very challenging target for some schools. William Duncan State School works consistently towards 
achieving or even exceeding this target. We sincerely thank all of the parents for your support and look 
forward to seeing all of our students at school each and every day.  
 
Our school encourages all parents and members of our community to support the State Government 
initiative to improve student attendance. The program – Every Day Counts – has four key messages:  
 

 all children should be enrolled and attend school on every school day; 
 schools should monitor and create ways to improve attendance in schools; 
 attendance is the responsibility of everyone in the community; 
 children may find themselves in unsafe situations if they choose not to attend or skip school. 

 
While most students attend school consistently, there are a small number of students who are absent from 
school without an acceptable reason and this may harm their education. Going shopping, visiting family, 
staying up late and being tired or extending school holidays are not acceptable reasons to be away from 
school. Research shows that if your child has a record of good attendance, they are more likely to achieve 
high results in the future.  
 
If your child is away, you need to let the school know the reasons either beforehand, on the day, or when 
returning to school. You will receive daily notifications if your child is absent from school as per legislative 
requirements. We ask that should you receive a text, you contact the school to explain the absence either 
by phone, text, email. 
 
Pokémon Cards and toys at school 
At the end of Term 1 we had a number of incidents relating to students bringing their Pokémon cards to 
school. Whilst we acknowledge that these cards may bring some students a great deal of joy, unfortunately 
at school, problems with these cards going missing, being lost, being involved in unfair swaps, etc. lead to a 
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number of challenges and upset students.  
As a result, this term we have communicated to our students that they are no longer allowed to bring their 
cards to school. As always, we ask that toys and trading cards etc. should not be brought to school and 
instead be kept safely at home. As always, we appreciate your ongoing support. 
 
This week we share the following article with our families. 
 
Ways parents can help anxiety in kids  
(Colleen Wildenhaus - Good Bye Anxiety, Hello Joy) 
Seeing your child hurting, unhappy, or scared is the worst feeling for a parent.  You feel helpless and are 
willing to do nearly anything to take away their discomfort.  Watching your child struggle with anxiety is no 
different. All children will experience anxiety to some degree during their life.  Anxiety in kids can present 
itself as a fear of the dark, trying a new sport, spending time with other children, or not wanting to leave 
your side.   
 
Hopefully, parents can anticipate these anxiety-inducing situations and plan accordingly.  But what 
happens when your child has anxiety throughout the day? How do you help your child navigate going to 
school, sleeping independently, spending time with friends, or participating in events with large crowds? 
Below are some tips for parenting in helping to manage anxiety in kids. 
 
Listen to your anxious child: No matter how silly or ridiculous the anxiety your child is dealing with seems, 
you must listen to your child and recognize that to them, the fear is real.  Anxious children often feel 
embarrassed by their fears and it takes a lot of courage to share their truth. By listening, you are validating 
their thoughts and feelings, empowering them to be open and honest. 
 
Listening also allows you to learn more about what your child is experiencing, both physically and mentally.  
Knowing this will allow you to support the child in the most beneficial way possible. 
 
Model calmness: This is the most difficult aspect of helping a child with anxiety.  When my daughter is 
anxious my anxiety goes through the roof. If your child sees you anxious, their anxiety is heightened.  Also, 
they often feel guilty about the burden they are placing on their family. If you find yourself losing your cool, 
find calming techniques that work for you.  I have learned to take deep breathes prior to dealing with a 
situation. I actually whisper out loud to myself positive thoughts to get my mind right.  It helps to put the 
situation in perspective. Additionally, I have stopped feeling guilty about taking time for myself in order to 
recharge. Taking this time to read and unwind helps me remain calm in stressful situations. 
 
Be realistic: Many parents have set expectations for your child, and your family.  Just as your expectations 
change over time as your child grows and develops, your expectations will have to change while your child 
learns to manage his or her anxiety.  This does not mean you lower your expectations, it means you are 
meeting your child where they are at, at the moment. Parenting is something that should remain flexible 
regardless of anxiety, but in the case of anxiety, it is even more important.  A key phrase in our life that 
helps is the idea of “pick your battles”. What is the most important task or event that you want your child 
to accomplish? Once that is specified, create expectations that lead to success in that area. 
 
Praise effort: For some children, anxiety can make it very difficult to do the simplest tasks.  It is important 
for parents to praise the effort a child is putting into working through the anxious thoughts or activities.  
Nothing is ever simple or easy and children need to know that their efforts are worthwhile. Just like 
practicing math facts, basketball skills, or dance moves leads to improvement, working through anxiety 
leads to more success at managing it.   When you realize the hard work, your child is putting into 
overcoming anxiety, it is important to praise their work. I had a hard time praising things like 
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walking upstairs to the bedroom alone or spending five minutes alone in the living room but that was a 
challenging task for my daughter when she hated to be away from me even for a few seconds.  Those tasks 
were hard for her, but when she did them successfully, she deserved to be praised for the effort. Over time, 
I realized how those tiny successes lead to huge improvements in overcoming her severe separation 
anxiety. 
 
Allow extra time: Being anxious causes the flight or fight defence to kick in whenever triggered.  Once this 
is triggered, rational thought cannot take place. This means that when anxiety is triggered, a child may not 
be able to continue moving forward with plans as expected.  For many, getting ready to leave the house 
can take much more time than when a child is not anxious. This can lead to stress for the whole family. 
Planning for extra time whenever a set timeline is necessary allows for less stress and more success.  I 
learned that we had to allow an extra 30 minutes each morning before school in order to avoid my stress 
levels going out of control as I feared I would be late for work. 
 
Do not allow avoidance: One of the first things you will learn during therapy is that you must not avoid 
anxiety-inducing situations.  As parents, we want to shield and protect our child from anything that causes 
discomfort. In the case of anxiety, we want to remove anything that may trigger anxiety.  While it is 
important to note what causes anxiety in your child and to make accommodations to help them manage, 
your child must face these stressful situations in order to overcome his or her anxiety.  This is why it is so 
important to deal with anxiety early on and why the guidance and support of a professional is necessary 
for long-term success. 
 
Thank you all for your continued support and we wish everyone a wonderful fortnight. 
 
 
Regan Gant 
Principal 
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Ms Amanda Fry  
Deputy Principal 

 

When a student has to leave their learning early, we call them to the office as soon as the adult collecting them 
comes to the office. We do not call the students to the office ahead of time. This enables students to get the 
maximum benefits from the learning their teacher has planned for them. Often the adult’s estimate of when they 
will arrive is very inaccurate leaving students in the office waiting, when they could be in their room learning. Our 
learning time is precious and we don’t like to waste a single minute. 

Secondly, waiting until the adult arrives gives the office an opportunity to verify the adult is the one who is 
permitted to collect the student. This is a very important security measure. 

As in the last newsletter – please be mindful of the implications and domino effect that taking students early has on 
their learning as well as the teaching and the learning of the rest of the class.  

A number of our Year 6 students have attended Days of Excellence at Nerang State High School. Two days have 
centred around Heath and Physical Education and STEM. Student reported they had a great time with interesting 
activities and experiments outside the regular offerings at a primary school facility. We look forward to liaising more 
with Nerang SHS as the year progresses.  

We welcome two new Flag Monitors - Savannah and Azayah. Special thanks to Yolanda and Evie for the wonderful 
dedication and respect they gave to the position and for training their replacements. 

 

Ms Amanda Fry 

Deputy Principal 
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ASSEMBLY AWARDS 
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STAR AWARDS 
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STAR AWARDS 
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MUSIC NEWS 
Ms Melissa Cole 

 
 

This week the Year 5 Drum-Line performed on the weekly episode of WDTV. Not only did they all follow 
their music accurately, but their stick patterns were superb! I have received many compliments on behalf of 
the Drum-Line over the last few days. A big congratulations, I am very proud of the rhythmic sound that you 
are making together. 

Don’t forget to hand in your Music Homework Books. ALL Year 3 Music students are required to bring their 
homework books each Friday to their lessons for Miss Marten to check. ALL Year 4 / 5 / 6 Music students 
are required to hand in their homework books each Friday to the Music Room for marking. Have you been 
practising?? 

Rehearsals for all WDSS ensembles have now begun for Term 2. Attendance to rehearsals is an essential 
part of our student’s music learning and compulsory for ALL students participating in the Band, Drum-Line, 
String and Choral Programs. 

 

 

TERM 2 MUSIC EVENTS: 

 

 Thursday 9 June: Nerang Alliance Strings Workshop at 

Nerang SHS 9am – 2.30pm 

 Monday 13 June: Choir Tour of Nerang 

 

 

If you have any questions or queries in regards to the music 
program, please contact me.  

 

Remember to always read the WDSS newsletter and the 
Music Seesaw groups for upcoming music events and 
performances. 
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COMMUNITY NEWS 
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